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Aapendix
This article presupposes a knowledge 'Of

vector equations. An appendix win be posted at
www..geattechnalogy.com/vectors.htm.This
appendix cantains a more basic introduction to
the equations used in this article with explana-
tions 'Oftheir origins and supporting figures.

Introduction
Friction weighs heavily on loads that the sup-

porting journals of gear trains must withstand.
Not only does mesh friction, especially in worm
gear drives, affect journal loading. but also the
friction within the journal reflects back: on the
loads required of the mesh itself.
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Several simple problems using principles of
elementary mechanics that. illustrate these con-
cerns are provided. These examples present the
designer with analytic and graphical methods that
focus on problems that could arise in a design.
The designer can then work around and eliminate
such problems before they are magnified many
limes. in reality,

Two- and Ihree-dimen ional problems are includ-
ed. These involve spur, helical, and wonn gears.

Two-.DimensionaIProblems
These problems can be solved with vectors

alone in the same way that one may draw using a

CAD program or drawing board. Most imply,
this can be illustrated in the frictionless case:

Problem 1
Idler placementUJ.. Depending on the direc-

tion of power flow, Figure I shows Gear 1 drivi ng

Gear 2 through Idler 3. Gear 1 rotates in the pos-
itive direction (anti-clocswise), The torque TI
that drives Gear 1 is also positive (anti-clock-
wise). The equilibrating load torque L2 restrain-
ing Gear 2 will be negative (clockwise).

Tooth loading vectors will lie on the iadivid-
ual lines of action of the specific meshes
involved. Considering the idler in Figure 1a, its
journal reaction force passesthrough the jour-
nal's center and the point of intersection of the
two tooth-loading forces acting on Uris idler. The
magninrdes of tooth loading forces are known
from the gear geometries and applied torque. As
the idle. is in equilibrium, the three forces acting
upon it must add vectorially to zero, as shown ill
the force vector diagram in Figure lb. J3' mag-
nitude is thereby found. 13 is the journal load on
Idler 3; PI3 is the tooth load of Gear I. 011 Idler
3; F23 is the tooth load of Gear 2 on Idler 3.

Figure 2a shows Idler 4 in mesh on the oppo-
site side of the gear train. Following the same pro-
cedures just discussed, the direction of Idler 4's
journal load P4 is found. Vector addition deter-
mines its magnitude shown in Figure 2b.

For the conditions of this example, it is
apparent that the Iocation of Idler 3is decided-
.Iy superior,

Problem 2-
Idler with Friction. Figure 3a is a 2:1 reduc-

tion drive through an idler: The driver and idler
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have 20 teeth each. The driven gear has 40. These
are module 1.0, 200 pressure angle gears. They
operate on standard centers. The idler's journalis 6
mm in diameter. Friction in both the me h and the
pivot are considered, and the idler's ownlhmugh-
put efficiency i found. The coefficient of friction
uis 0.4. The d.i placement m, due to mesh fric-
tion, of the re ultarn driving forces are121:

m= [7tMcos(¢'n)/(2co (¢'o»)/l
m = [7t M /21 /l = [7t .•. J.O / 2]00.4 = 0.63 mm

The displacement m is along the line of cen-
ters into the driven gear from the pilch point The
journal friction ramus rf is[ll:

rf = (Dj/2) sin[atan/l)
rr = 3 • sinlatan 0.4 J! = 1.1 rom

The resultant vector of the mesh forces lies
tangent to the friction circle on the side that
opposes motion.

Here, the force vector of Gear 1 on [dler 3 is
known in both magnitude (applied torque is
known-here II's 1.0) and direction (gear train
geometry is known)·. As friction ismelnded, only
the placement and direction of the restraining
force of Gear 2 on Idler 3 is known here. Idler 3's
rotation determines the placement of the journal
loading vector; the intersection of the two tooth
loading vectors determines its direction.

Of these three vectors, only one is known in
both magnitude and direction; the othertwo are
known only in their direction. This i enough to
find their magnitudes vecrorially as shown in
Figure 30.

The journal force's direction depends on the
friction considered. Direction 'a' is for no fric-
lion, 'b' is for journal friction alone.vc' is for
mesh friction alone. and 'd' is forboth, For each
journal force direction. a d,ifferent idler's output
force magnitude is found.

Friction then reduces the magnitude of tlIe
idler's output force below that of the input force
driving it. TIle idler's throughput efficiency is 100
times the ratio of these two forces.
The efficiency E = (Fn' F13)· 100.

The table below shows theeffect of friction ill
its various combinaricns on the throughput effi-
ciency of this idier.l-lm is the coefficient of sliding
friction in the tooth mesh; /l, is that of the journal.
I Case I-lm /ljE

a 0..0. 0.0 100
b 0.0' 0.4 91
c 0.4 0.0 87
d Q4 0.4 79

Problem 3
Speed in:Cl"easing .and decreasing drives. In

figure 4, the small gear has 18 teeth; the larger

Fig!.2 - Idler to me Iright.

Fig. 3 - Idle r with mesh nd jou mallfrietion.
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Fig. 4 - Spud increasing Ifrive,
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IFig.1- Spur idler with journals.
one bas 54. These are 1.0 module, 20° pressure
angle gears operating on standard centers. To
simplify matters for Illustrative purposes, both the
motivating source and the load are pure torque.
Therefore aU vector directions will be parallel to
the line of action in the mesh.

Both journal diameters are 10 mm, For Gear
1 driving 'Gear 2,

h, = (R,+ m) cosC\lo+ rn
~ = (~-im)cosC\lo-rf2

The efficiency equation becomes:
e = [(h2R, )/(h[ ~)]. 100.

For Gear 2 driving 'Gear 1,
hi =(RI-m)cosC\lo-rfl
1'l2=(R2 +m) cos <1>0 +r1'2

The efficiency equation becomes:
e= [(hI ~)I (112 RI )] • 100.

Figures 5 and 6, show that the speed decreas-
ing drive has greater efficiency than the speed
increasing drive. Full ranges of friction coeffi-
cients are shown from 0 to 05. Journal friction
here just happens to have a more severe effect on
the efficiencyl.han does the mesh friction. This is
not true in aU cases.
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Three-Dimensional Problems
Equilibrium conditions are ob erved in three

dimensions just as they were in two dimensions.
Simply stated, the summation of moments is zero,
and the summation of forces is Zero .. In solutions
to these problems. all moments and all forces are
resolved into their orthogonal 'x ','y' and 'z' com-
ponents and handled mathematically.

The .appendix.l4J shows the use of 3x.3 determi-
nants to find the vector components of moment or
torque[31. Also, the equations for the vector com-
ponents of force are given. These all could have
been used in the solation of the two-dimensional
problems as welL

P'roblem4
Spur Idler on a Shaft. F.igure 7 shows an idler

gear integral to a shaft supported by two bearings.
The operating pitch circle radius is 30 mm, The
operating pressureangle is 20°. The input pitch
point PI is at 350 from the positive x-y plane. The
output pitch point Pz is at [15° from this x-y
plane. The gear's pitch points are at x = 10 mm.
Bearing B3 is at x ;;;;0 rom; bearing B4 is at x;;;; 15
mm. The input torque is + 400 Nmm.

Spur gear sets have no x components of force
here. Using the equations el forth in the appendix,
Fyl::o-!400/[(3~m)cos200] }sin(3S"+20<»;;;; -11.62

J FzI= (4OOI((3O-m)cos20oJlcos(35°+200) ""+ 8,[4
The sign of m here is negative, as this is tile

point of power inpu t, The sign of m would be pos-
itive at points of power output. As me 11friction. is
ignored in the example, m = O.

Input point:
RXI "" 10mm
Ry! "" (30-m) cos35,O "" 24.57mm
Rzl = (30--0m) sin 35° ;;;;i7.21mm

Output point:
R ..2= Wmm
RY2 = (30+m) cos] 15° ::: -J 2 ..68mm
R-z2"" (3O+m) sinll S" = 27.1.9mm

Using 3x3 determinants, the resultant torques
from forces at the VariOLIS points are:

i j k
10.0 24.57 n.21
0.0 -1 I .62 8.14

j k
10.0 -12.68 27.19 ;;;;T

2
0.0 FYl Fz2

i j k
0'.0 0.0 0.0 =T3
0'.0 Fy3 F1.3

j k I=T415.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 Fy4 Fz.4



Solve the determinants:

j
-81.38

k
-1 ]6.23

lOFY2
o

400

-[2.68F z2-27.l9F y2 -[0 F z2
o ()
o -15 Fz" .15F)'4

Sum Iile components:

i: 400 -21J91fy2 -12.68Fz2 =0
j: -81.38 -WFz2 -15 FZ4 = 0
k: -'11.6.23 +10FY2 +'15 Fy4 :::::0

Also. F)'2 and F z2 are related by virtue of their
pesitlon at 115". Furthermore, as thti . i the output

point on the gear, llIe e forces produce a net neg-
ative torque to counteract the driving po itive

40(}·Nmm torque. Hence. the 200 pressure angle

here take on the negative ign.

Fy2'COS[ 1.15- 20"] + F12 In[ 1.15"- 200
] = 0

...0.087 FY2 + O.996F z2 = 0
Furthermore, the summation of forces in the

severel directions are zero:

-H.62 + Fy2 + Fy] + Fy4 = 0
8J4+Fz2 +FzJ +Fz4::::: 0

The final slmultaneou equation matrix
become:

I 21.1912.68 0 0 0 0 IIFy211 I 4001
I 0 10 0 0 0 15 IIFa II 1-81.381
I 10 0 0 0 15 0 IIFy]II 11 Hi23 I
II-O.OS70.996 0 0 0 0 IIF z3 I== I 01
I I 0 0 0 IIF)'411 I 11.,621
II 0 0 0 IIFZ411 I -8.141

The re ultant forces then become:

Fy2 = 14.14 N F z2 = 1.23 N
Fy3 = -'0.84 N F z3 :::::-3.13 N

Fy4 = -1.67 N FL4 = -6.25 N
.Prcoblem 5

F) = 3.24 N
F..= 6.47 N

Sp,ur Idll!l' 011 Il' Shafl with Journal Friction
A.lone. If the journal diameters are 12 mm. and if
me coeffielent of friction i 0.4, the bearing fric-
tion radiu is rf::::: 6.0 sin (atan 0.4) = 2.22 mm.

Riefer to Figure 7.
Now, there will be y and z components of the

bearing moment arms to include. The e a:re

related to the bearing load components. a I~ Fyi

= IR.F).
The frictional moment arm directions inilie

journal depend on the shaft rotational direction
and direction of the journal • load components

as follows:

sign I( ~) = sign (00) "'ign (F~)

ign ( R)') = -sign (00) • sign" Fz )
There ultant torques from force at the vari-

au point now may be written:

j k
10.0 24.51 17.21
0.0 -11.62 8,]4

i j Ie
10.0 -12.68 27.1.'9
0.0 Fy2 Fa

i j k
0.0 Ry3 Rz3
0.0 Fy) F,J
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I j k
15.0 ~4 ~A
0.0 Fy'! FZ4

Sum the componenttorques:

400

-12.68F z2 -27.19Fy2

Ry] FzJ -Rz3 F)'3

Ry4 F,4 -R.:4 Fy4,

j
-81.38
-10 Fz2

o
-15 Fz4

k
-116.23
10 Fy2

o
15 Fy4

The simultaneous equation matrix becomes:

I27.[ '9 ] 2.68 Rz3 -RyJ RZ4 -Ry411 F),21 1400 I
I 0 10 .0 0 0 15 II Fz21 I -sUS I
I La 0 0 0 15 0 III FYll I H6.23 I
1...0·0810.996 0 0 0 0 III Fz31= I 0 I
I I 0 1 0 0 II Fy41 II 11.62 I
I 0 0 0 II Fz41 II -8J41

Solve by iteration:
1. Set Ilhe R values to zero, and olve for 'the F' .

2. Based on tile F values, solve for the R's

according the following equations and include in

(he second iteration. Continue until. the Rand F
values converge.

The signs oflhe bearing reaction force eompo-
nerusand the direction of rotation determine those

of the friction radius as previou I)' explained.
Subsequent equations for these Ianer components
accommodate their igns and magnitudes.
R 2+R 2=r2~3 ·.0 - r
R 2+R_2=r2

y4 l4 f
_ 2, 2

1\)--(lmFz3"mFz3} rf [FzJ I(Fl'J +Fz3 )]
Rz3 =+ (looFy31/mFy~ l'f [Fy321 (F}'l + FzJ )]
1\4 =- (ImFl41/ooFzJ' l'( [F 7,,l' (Fy.l + F%4~)j
1\4 = + (,IroFy4/ / aJF~4) rr " f F),,,'/ (Fy4 + p,Al )J

The resultant force and. moment 3lTI1 compo-
nent magnitudes converge on the 4th iteratlen and!
become:
Fy2 = 13.39N Fa = U7N TOOl = -379 Nmm
Fy3::::: ...o.S9N F zJ ==-3.LON FJ = 3.L6 N
Fy,,==-m.]8N F,4== -6.21N F.. =6.32N
RyJ = 2.1.8 mm RzJ == -0.42 mm rr = 2.22 mm

RY4 = 2.1.8 mm R.4::::: -0.41 mm rr = 2.22 rom
The ratio of oulpul.IO input torque i 379/400'

= 0.95. Journal friction alone reduced the effi-
ciency of thi idler to 95%. Wi..:1t mesh friction, it

would be lower,

Probem6
Heti'c-aI.ldJ'er on Q Shaft. Figure 8 hows the

gear's orientation. Input pointp, is 350 from the



positive x-y plane; output point P2 is 205° from
this plane. The gears each have 20° operating

pressure angles. and 25" left hand operating helix
angle . The operating pitch radius of the input
gear is 6.0 rnm: that of the output gear is 20 mm.
The input torque is 500 Nmm. Journal and mesh

friction are ignored here for simplicity. Friction

journal radii rf and mesh force vector displace-

ments m are zero.

F.I = + (500/60) lan25" = 3.886 N
Fyi=- [500/(6Ocos20")l[sin{35°+20")] =-7.264N
F,l = + [500/(6Ocos2.o°)JIcos(35"+200)] = 5.087 N

Also,
Fx2 sin(205° - 2(0

) + FY2cos(20")1311(25°) = 0
F l2 sin(205° - 2.0°) + Fy2 c05(205" - 20") = 0

So,
F.2 - 5..028 FY2 = 0
Fz2 + 11.430 y2 = 0

The moment arms are:

Rd = 20.0 RYI = 49.149 Rzl = 34.415
Rx2::;: 30.0 ~2 = -18.126 Rz2 = -8.452

RX3 = 0.0 Ry3 = 0.0 R1.3= .0.0
Rx4 = 40.0 Ry4 = 0.0 Rz4 = 0.0

The torque determinants become:
I J k

20,0 49.15 34.42 =T1
3.89 -7.26 5.09

j k
30.0 -]8.13 -8.45 =Tt
FX2 FY2 F72

j k
0.0 0.0 0.0

FX3 Fy3 Fz3

j k
40.0 0.0 0.0

1 F.4 Fy4 Fz4

!fig. 8 - HeHcal ,Idler on ill shaft.
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The final simultaneous equation matrix

becomes:

II 0 -8.452
18.452 0
118.126 30
I 1 0

I 0 I
I
I
I

18.126 o
30 0
o 0o I

o 0

(} 0 0 o 11F.211 1 500 I
0 0 0 40llF ,1 1 321y-
O a 40 o IIFz21 1336.271
0 0 0 °llFxJl 1-3.8861
I 0 I o IlFy]I=1 7.2641
0 I 0 I IIF 131 1-5.08711
c 0 0 o IIFyoll II all
0 0 0 o IIFz41 II 011

o 0
o 11.430

-5.028

o
o

10 0
The forces become:

F,t2 = -11.66 N Fy2 = -2.32 N Fz2 = 26,50 N
F.3= 7.77N FyJ=-5.85N F~,J=-14.9gN

Fyzl = 16.077 N F.4 = 0 N Fy4 =15.43N
Fz4 = -16.62 N Fyz4= 22.673 N

Problem 7
Worm Gear D.rive. Figure 9 shows a worm

and gear arrangement, Only the worm's cross-
sliding tooth friction will be included in the mesh,

as it has a large effect in reducing the efficiency
of such drives, The resultant tooth mesh force will
pass through the single point of contact between
the two pitch cylinders. The driven worm wheel,

supporting the journals and thrust bearings with
their frictional losses, i the only object under
consideration here. The wheel's driven load is
pure torque in this example.

The worm lead angle is 10°. which is also the
operating helix angle of the gear ill this 90" drive.

The worm has one tooth (one start) and is .Ieft
handed. The gear pitch is one module with 64

teeth at a pressure angle of 20°. Therefore, the

gear's pitch radius is 32.4936 mm; !.he worm's

pitch cylinder radius is 2.879 mm. The torque

transmitted to the gear .after losses is 500 Nmm.
(The worm's input torque will be greater, but is

outside this problem's concem.)
Were friction zero, FN would be 16.628 N, and

its components would be:

F. "" 2.713 N Fy ::-15.388 N Fz"" -5.687 N
The following mesh forces on the gear for

input torque = 500 Nmm are derived with /1= 0.4.
The norma] tooth load: FN = 17.977 N

The sliding friction load: 1"" 7.191 N
'lis perpendicular to FN and parallel to the x-

y plane. Components of both :1and FN combine

to produce the net resultant force acting through
the pitch poinl. of the mesh. Its components are:

F. = W.0l5N
Fy "" -1.5.388 N
Fz = -6.149 N

The journals are 12 mm on each side of the

gear's pitch circle, and 1.2 mm in diameter.

Journal friction is Il. = 004. There i a thrust fric-

tional Ioss acting on a radius R, = 9 mm. The jour-



nal friction radii fr = 2.228 mm.
The torque determinarus become:

j k
0.0 0.0

10.015 -15.388

j
0.0 -0.5
0.0 0.0

i j
0.0 0.5
0.0 0.0

I

i
-12.00 Ry3

OJ) Fy3

j
1.2.00 RY4
0.0 FY4

j
0.0 -0.5
0.0 0.0

j
0.0 0.5
0.0 0.0

I

32.494
-6.149

k
0.0 =T2a
Fza2

k
0.0 =T2b

Fzb2

k
Ru =T3
Fz3

k
0.0
Fza.5

The final simultaneous matrix equilibrium

equa:tioJl becomes:
105 -OJ Rz3-1\l ~4 -,\4 05 -05 0 II~1211 II 500
10 0 0 -12 0 12 0 0 0 II.. z2b 1 1325.427
10 0 12 0 -12 0 0 0 0 IIIFY3I I 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -II!IF zJ I hO.Ql5
10 0 1 0 I 0 0 0 0 IIIF~ 1;;;;115.388
II 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 'IIFz4 1 I 6.1.49
II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1~!Sa 1 II 0
110 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I~Db 1 I 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 ~R,'11F.6I II 0

The magnitudesand directions of the journal

frictional moment arm components are:

Ry3 =- ( IroFzJ IJ roFzJ ) r f [F z.32/ ( Fy3
2 + F 1;3~ )]

RzJ=+(lmFY3I1roFY3)frl1Fy3 I(Fy1 +FzJ )]
Ry4 = - (IroFz41 J roFz4) rr {[Fl.'? J (Fy4 2+ Fzl)]
R14=+ (IroFy41/ro y4)rr [Fy4 I(Fy4+Fz4~)]

These insure that the respective journal load-

ing vectors aretangent to the journals' friction
circles on lhe side that inhibits motion.

As the driven load is pure torque here, and

since the thrust frictional load is treated as a
pure torque, these were 'treated as couples in the
free body. ricrional loads here do not alter the
components of the journal loading, so no itera-

z

THRUST
BEARING x

Fig,.9 - Wonn gear drive 'with friction.

lion is required.
Given 500 Nmm torque input tothe gear, the

journal loading forces with tooth and journal fric-

tion are:

Fy3 = 7.7N FzJ = -W.5N Fl = 13.0N

FY4=1.1N F,4=16.6N F4=18.3N
Output torque delivered and bearing losses

under various conditions foflow:

Re ults for no friction:

Tou' = -50'0 N rnm

Tth_l1!<! '" '0 N mm
Tjoomal = 0 N mm

Results for mesh and thrust friction only:

Tout =.-464 N mm
TIhrtJ3I:::: -36 N mm

TjD"mol = '0 N mm
Results for mesh, thrust and journal friction:

Tout= -394 N mm
TIIlrIrn = -36 N m:m

Tjoomal=-7'0 N mm
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